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Health, Safety and Wellbeing Annual Performance Report 2018/19

1. Introduction

1.1 The purpose of this report is to update Agency Board on our annual performance and
performance during Q4 of 2018/2019. This is to give assurance to Agency Board that we
continue to develop and use a wide range of support mechanisms to keep our people
safe.

1.2 It was previously agreed that quarterly Health and Safety reporting to Agency Board will,
in future, be incorporated in the Safe SEPA Digest. The Health and Safety Unit will
continue to submit an annual health and safety report.

2. Developing a World Class Health and Safety Provision

SEPA must radically transform in order to tackle the over-use of natural resources and
challenge ourselves to become a phase 2 EPA. For this transition to be successful,
everyone in SEPA must embrace a new way of working, and that includes in health and
safety. Our ambition is to deliver a world class health and safety provision by working
collaboratively with portfolio colleagues.

Embedding a collaborative approach with our portfolio colleagues

 We have changed the way National Health and Safety Committee works. Quarterly
meetings are now focussed on collaboratively addressing corporate challenges and
agreeing proactive actions for the quarter ahead. Members continue to look for ways to
improve how this committee works.

 We have set a clear direction through our annual corporate health and safety plan, which
was developed in collaboration with portfolio colleagues and National Health and Safety
Committee.

 We are taking a proactive approach to sharing information and understanding what
lessons can be learned.

Developing a culture where staff think ‘Safety First’

 Staff cannot perform a task until they have completed the required training.
 We are identifying high hazard audits which challenge the performance of portfolios,

ensuring that any gaps in performance are addressed.
 We have set up a quarterly Site Safety Auditors forum where we are developing the skills

of our auditors and sharing experience.
 ‘That’s not right’ will be a Safe SEPA campaign aimed at encouraging staff to challenge

each other when they see something wrong and to report hazards and near misses so we
can proactively address them.

Providing high quality learning opportunities for staff

 We are working closely with our Learning and Development team, to focus on giving our
staff high quality, flexible learning opportunities

 We will complete the project on staff learning needs being identified through activity as
opposed to role, making it clearer and easier to identify learning requirements
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Processes are easy to understand and simple to use

 We are working to reduce and simplify our health and safety policies and procedures.
 We are working with Safe SEPA to simplify reporting processes.
 We are scoping out of a project on risk assessments to reduce the number, ensure they

are consistent, of high quality and are easily accessible.

We have identified the health and safety improvements we need to make as an
organisation and made progress in the last 12 months, but there is still some way to go in
terms of embedding a world class health and safety culture.

3 Health and Safety Learning Opportunities

3.1 This continues to be an area of significant focus. Attendance on H&S courses has been
high, and this has reduced the gap in relation to outstanding training needs. This will never
close completely as new staff training needs are continually added. The majority of health
and safety training is delivered by external providers and we continue to source and
deliver high quality health and safety learning opportunities for our staff.

We have introduced 4 new classroom based workshops (H&S for Managers, Personal
Resilience, Mental Health and Wellbeing for Managers, Defibrillator Training), 2 new e-
learning packages from an external provider (Asbestos, Drive to Survive) and numerous
playlists on our new learning and development platform. We have also sourced learning
materials from Mind, the mental health charity.

This year the Health and Safety Unit has also worked closely with our Learning and
Development team, to focus on giving our staff access to high quality, flexible learning
opportunities.

There has been a significant increase (30%) in formal learning interventions this year from
781 in 2017/2018 to 1018 in 2018/19. The highest completion rates were in the following;

Learning Intervention Staff Completed
Drive and Survive 162
Personal Safety 158
Swift water 141
Asbestos 120

4 Incidents

4.1 This year the number of incidents reported using SEPA’s Incident Reporting system was
130. This is consistent with the 132 reported in 2017/18.

There was one RIDDOR reportable incident to the Health and Safety Executive in the
2018/19 reporting year. This was in relation to a work related disease.
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4.2 Incidents reported to the Health and Safety Unit are categorised as follows:

 Reactive incidents which include reportable incidents to the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) and the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB), minor injuries,
near misses and safety cover failures.

 Proactive/preventative incidents such as hazards spotted an opportunity to manage a
potential hazard before it could lead to an injury or may have an adverse effect on staff
health.

Graph 1: Provides a breakdown of reactive and proactive incidents reported on a quarterly

basis. Health and Safety Quarterly Incident Data FY17/18 to FY18/19.

4.3 Assessment of Incidents

In 2018/19 the majority of incidents assessed by the Health and Safety Unit were reactive
incidents.

The most reported categories of incidents this year were;

- Minor injury (39)
- Tick Bites (20)
- Failure of Procedures (19)

The Health and Safety Unit continue to monitor reports, and where trends are identified
these will be addressed.

In terms of proactive reporting, there were 29 hazard spotted reports submitted.
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4.4 Violence and Aggression Incidents

There were 11 V&A incidents in this reporting year, the majority of which were in the
Compliance and Beyond portfolio. This remains an extremely important area for SEPA,
and was subject to a Staff Ideas Group, and communications campaign in 2018. The
H&S unit will continue to monitor these reports and provide advice and guidance to line
managers in how to be proactive in this area.

5. Proactive actions completed in Q4

 High Hazard Audits for 2019-2020 identified by portfolios.
 Implementation of corporate Health and Safety Plan and associated roadmap
 Review of Site Safety Audit process completed.
 Review of PPE for field based staff initiated, with a small working group consisting of

H&S, Procurement, UNISON, PPE supplier and staff representatives.
 Roll out of Health and Safety for Managers workshop along with associated learning

materials and assignments.
 Initial communication campaign and associated learning materials on ticks issued to all

staff.
 Work continues on developing a streamlined process for identifying and managing staff

training requirements based on activities as opposed to role.
 Tender process for e-learning provider completed and contract awarded.
 Sourced online learning resources for mental health and wellbeing which are available

for all staff.
 Development of playlists on Fire and Office Safety.

Proactive actions planned for Q1 of 2019/20

The following proactive work will be progressed in Q1;

 With our Safe SEPA colleagues develop further tools and support for the staff who
oversee a safe and secure working environment in each of our offices

 Work with Safe SEPA colleagues to align H&S and security incident reporting
 Develop a timetable for streamlining the number of H&S policies and procedures
 Integrate health and safety reporting into the Safe SEPA digest
 Redesign of our internal Risk Assessment workshop
 Begin a review of our risk assessments which will include storage, access and quality

assurance
 Develop a workshop on difficult situations for our admin/reception teams which will focus

on dealing with confrontation either face to face or on the telephone
 Complete an ergonomic assessment for laboratory at ASB
 Roll out of 2019 high hazard and site safety audit programme
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